To create a Fisherman’s Row Challenge Board:

1. Print all pages in this PDF on 8.5” x 11” paper. Trim white edges.
2. Arrange sheets in four rows of three, starting by placing the first page in the upper left corner, as shown below.
3. Tape or glue sheets together to form one large sheet (22.5” x 35.5”). For added durability, mount on posterboard or foamcore.
4. Attach a clear plastic cardholder to each card spot on the board (optional).
FISHE
Your neighborhood transportation

Option A

Locate all the elderly residents and transport them via the canal. You need

INFORMATION

Strong Interpersonal

Emergency Contact
MAN’S

Food has a number of elderly men. They require food and meals. **What will you do?**

**OR**

Send in support to get the help they need:

**Information**

Knowledge of Disadvantaged in

Knowledge of Disadvantaged in
residents with no medical support.

Option B

Supplies and volunteers to help them through the storm. You need:

Health Information
10 Small Motorboats

20 Rescue Boats

OR

10 Ambulances

10 Paramedics

OR

MEDICAL SUPPORT
Food, Water, First-Aid Kit
Emergency Evacuation Route
OR

1,000 Sandbags

Natural Flood Buffer
To create a Meadowglen Challenge Board:

1. Print all pages in this PDF on 8.5” x 11” paper. Trim white edges.
2. Arrange sheets in four rows of three, starting by placing the first page in the upper left corner, as shown below.
3. Tape or glue sheets together to form one large sheet (22.5” x 35.5”). For added durability, mount on posterboard or foamcore.
4. Attach a clear plastic cardholder to each card spot on the board (optional).
MEA

Floodwaters have
but they...

Option A

Get key supplies to the storm
You need:

TRANSPORTATION

5 Large Trucks
National Guard Convoy
gating at a shelter, you do?

Option B

erone to a different shelter. You need:
20 Two-Way Radios

Mobile Devices

OR

PERSONNEL

10 Police Officers

20 Citizen Volunteers

OR
Emergency Command Center

PERSONNEL

10 Police Officers
COORDINATION

Emergency Command Center
Contingency Plan
To create an Oceanside Challenge Board:

1. Print all pages in this PDF on 8.5” x 11” paper. Trim white edges.
2. Arrange sheets in four rows of three, starting by placing the first page in the upper left corner, as shown below.
3. Tape or glue sheets together to form one large sheet (22.5” x 35.5”). For added durability, mount on posterboard or foamcore.
4. Attach a clear plastic cardholder to each card spot on the board (optional).
A critical bridge has

Option A

Create and communicate an
You need:

INFORMATION

Detailed Flood Maps

Knowledge of Road Conditions
collapsed, cutting off a major route. What will you do? OR Set up a shelter. Shelter & Basic Supplies
or evacuation route.

Option B

an impromptu storm shelter.
You need:
COORDINATION

Coordinated Traffic Management

OR

Emergency Command Center

GROUND SUPPORT
Bedding & Sanitary Supplies

Food, Water, First-Aid Kit
PUBLIC COMMUNICATION

Road-Clearing Crew

10 Police Officers

OR

Citywide Alert System
Flashlights, Batteries, Solar Charger

OR

Communication

Strong Interpersonal Networks

OR
10 Fire/Rescue Personnel
20 Citizen Volunteers
DIY CHALLENGE BOARD - OLD TOWN

To create an Old Town Challenge Board:

1. Print all pages in this PDF on 8.5” x 11” paper. Trim white edges.
2. Arrange sheets in four rows of three, starting by placing the first page in the upper left corner, as shown below.
3. Tape or glue sheets together to form one large sheet (22.5” x 35.5”). For added durability, mount on posterboard or foamcore.
4. Attach a clear plastic cardholder to each card spot on the board (optional).
The storm arrived early.

Option A

Quickly reconnect children with you.

You need:

COMMUNICATION

Citywide Alert System

Emergency Contact
What will you do?

their parents.

OR

Shelter children

Citywide Alert System
Children are still at school.

Option B

Children in place to ride out the storm.
You need:

Communication

Emergency Contact
TRANSPORTATION

10 Buses

75 Cars

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Knowledge of Road Conditions

Generator with Fuel

PERSONNEL

10 Fire/Rescue Personnel
Contingency Plan
To create a Sunnybrook Challenge Board:

1. Print all pages in this PDF on 8.5” x 11” paper. Trim white edges.
2. Arrange sheets in four rows of three, starting by placing the first page in the upper left corner, as shown below.
3. Tape or glue sheets together to form one large sheet (22.5” x 35.5”). For added durability, mount on posterboard or foamcore.
4. Attach a clear plastic cardholder to each card spot on the board (optional).
Option A

Evacuate patients to a different location.
You need:

COMMUNICATION

20 Two-Way Mobile
The hospital lost electricity. What will you do?

- OR -

- Provide generators to keep the hospital.
- Emergency Supply
Option B

Generators and other supplies to keep the hospital running. You need:

Bedding &

Food, Water,
10 Paramedics

Contingency Plan
Disaster Recovery Plan
To create a Waterfront Challenge Board:

1. Print all pages in this PDF on 8.5” x 11” paper. Trim white edges.
2. Arrange sheets in four rows of three, starting by placing the first page in the upper left corner, as shown below.
3. Tape or glue sheets together to form one large sheet (22.5” x 35.5”). For added durability, mount on posterboard or foamcore.
4. Attach a clear plastic cardholder to each card spot on the board (optional).
A levee has breached.

Option A

Allow flooding in the business district and residential neighborhood, while protecting the interests of the affected business owners.

INFORMATION

Detailed Flood Maps

Comprehensive Disaster Plan
and a large area of the city.

What will you do?

Open the floodgates for a residential neighborhood while ensuring public safety.

Communicate through the Citywide Alert System.

Act to spare a life or property while considering the interests of the community.

You need:
You will soon be flooded.

Option B

gate that would divert the water toward neighborhood to spare the businesses, the safety of the residents. You need:
FLOOD MANAGEMENT

Levee System

OR

1,000 Sandbags

COORDINATION
ION

10 Small Motorboats

OR

20 Rescue Boats

GEMENT
Emergency Practice Drills

National Guard Convoy

PROPERTY PROTECTION

Flood Insurance

Hazard-Mitigating Building Codes
Disaster Recovery Plan
Comprehensive Disaster Plan